
Chapter 68: city 
“The above are all joking. I have to go to the wall to think
about it. Next week at the club’s regular meeting, I will bring
my Wanzi review book to speak under the flag… Well, now I
am going to write a review. Off live, goodbye.”
The nursery rhyme put down his mobile phone, cleared his
throat, and finished his words in a strong and calm manner.
Nursery rhymes: “…”
The nursery rhyme collapsed inside, let’s turn off the live
broadcast, and looked up and looked up at the tightly closed
door upstairs… After a few seconds, it seemed as if she had
made up her mind, she drummed the drumsticks and pushed
the keyboard station I grabbed the phone and slid it into my
pocket. I ran on the second floor and stopped at the door that
was almost burned by her gaze. I raised my hand and tried to
knock on the door. Stop in front of the door.
She heard her heartbeat.
Pause -
The courage that had been so hard before suddenly
disappeared in an instant.
The nursery rhyme retracted his hand and stood in front of the
door to act as a statue for about five minutes until he heard the
sound of the walking and the sound of the water in the room. It
was probably Lu Sicheng who was taking a shower in the
shower… Before the heart was so depressed, it was lost again.
Emerge, the girl turned her head like a defeated cock, and
stumbled downstairs like a wandering…
After passing his seat, Yu Guang saw the packing box placed
on the table, and the nursery rhyme took a meal and licked his
empty stomach: in fact, she was already hungry, and refused to
go to eat with chubby. It’s all about ghosts, she doesn’t know
what it’s like—
I saw Lu Yue instead of winning the training game.
I found that I didn’t know what to say to Lu Sicheng.
Nursery rhymes: “…”
Nursery rhymes: “…”
Oh.
“咔嚓” locked the phone screen, the nursery rhyme caught the
phone in front of the chest for a moment, she looked up and
looked at the closed door in the second floor of the door The



door said “a proud of a fart”, finished, close your mouth and
lift your lips.
I feel that I am really a little nervous.
She sat back at the table and touched her finger to the box that
was almost forgotten on the computer desk.
After forty minutes.
When the other members of the zgdx team came back, they
opened their doors and saw that they were sitting in a chair
and quietly drinking porridge. At this time, a large bowl of
porridge was drunk by her three-quarters.
Xiaopang “provoked” the voice: “This is the weight of three
people, are you not hungry?!”
“…and then hungry.” The nursery rhyme glanced at the crowd
from the porridge bowl. “Where are you going to eat late at
night, why come back so late?”
“Where I didn’t go, I came back after eating.”
“…” The nursery rhymes buryed their porridge for a meal,
holding a spoon and pointing to the upstairs. “What about
Cheng Ge?”
“Let the packaged porridge be done, he will bring it back,
saying that it will be a cold shower.” Xiaopeng looked at the
crab shell and the clam shell of a trash can left in the nursery
rhyme. “Now it is possible to see it.” Are you afraid of
starvation?”
The nursery rhyme keeps holding the spoon, blinking, and the
face is full of question marks: What do you say again?
Xiaopang: “Are you still talking?”
Nursery rhymes: “No.”
Xiaopang: “Oh, one is too proud, one is too proud, so dead for
a lifetime, look at you.”
Nursery rhymes: “…”
……
The next day is the day of playing red arrows.
The nursery rhymes slouched and gathered up to pack up their
own peripheral packages. They sloppily smashed to the last
few before they got to the bus. They hadn’t had time to climb
up. They were pulled by the peripheral bag and pulled back.
The nursery rhyme raised her eyebrows and looked back. She
saw Lu Yue laughing behind her and her face was not serious:
“Go to see me performing?”



“Afraid of force majeure, you can’t get on.” Tong Yu said with
a blank expression of his peripheral bag. “Lee point of view, if
your hand suddenly breaks?”
“Break is also broken after the game is finished,” Lu Yue
increased his strength. “Even if half of the foot stepped into
the coffin, you must keep your knees on the bench.”
The nursery rhyme bites the lower lip: “Dream you.”
Lu Yue smiled more brilliantly, until the two people in the
dispute came behind a cold, low-pitched male voice: “Is it
enough?”
The two men standing in front of the car door immediately
showed a stiff expression. Lu Yue grabbed the virgin bag of
the nursery rhyme and squatted on the car… The nursery
rhyme snorted “Return me” and followed him. The car, after
getting on the bus, everyone was as good as a primary school
student. The virgins shrank in the corner until they got off at
the competition venue and went to the dressing room. She sat
on the sofa and suddenly found herself looking like a little
empty-handed. The package was still on the hand of Lu Yue.
Lu Yue walked in and threw the bag to her, and sat down to
the dressing table to prepare makeup.
Soon after, the players entered the lounge and waited for the
competition. Everyone sat in the lounge and chatted. The
screen of the audience in today’s competition venue began to
appear in the LCD screen in front of them. The two
commentaries began to talk about it. The nursery rhymes
thought that they would talk about her ban on the game today.
I didn’t expect the commentary to just say “Today the zgdx
team will be on the law, this player is okay”…
The nursery rhyme thought about it, it should be the club’s
early greetings to have such a result.
The left ear listened to Ming Shen and Lu Yue to discuss the
Red Arrow team’s middle list and considered him today’s
ban≈pick, the right ear listened to the nonsense explained in
the LCD screen, and the nursery rhymes will interject from
time to time to present their views on the unit in the middle of
today -
“The opposite middle is a million-dollar type. Although the
red arrow is now in average, he is also the top five in the
professional league. He can use anything. It is really



troublesome for the heroes of Lu Yue. You still wonder how to
ban his heroes, Lefran, cards, Anne should not take…”
Until she saw it on the LCD screen, the camera swept through
the area of   the zgdx fans, sitting in front of a few sisters
holding a fluorescent card with her id…
The voice of the nursery rhyme came to an abrupt end.
She squatted and suddenly stood up and shocked Ming and Lu
Yue. Lu Yue asked “What are you doing?”, the nursery rhyme
threw a sentence “to the toilet” and hurried out of the room -
washed the face in the bathroom, she mixed at work Among
the staff, they sneaked into the front of the stage, and looked at
the audience in the audience: there were still a few people who
took her support card.
- And they can’t possibly know what is going on today’s
nursery rhyme.
The nursery rhyme felt that her stomach had returned, and the
feeling of turning over the river yesterday came again.
When I lost my soul, I went back to the lounge and insisted on
calming down as if nothing happened. At this time, the players
also stood up and started to board the game. The nursery
rhymes and the staff stayed together for a while. When the
game started, they entered the next room to watch the game. -
There is no one in the room. The nursery rhymes sit alone on a
wide, soft, rotating sofa and look up at the game with their
heads. Looking at the ban&p;pick link, both sides are in the
middle of the position -
The red arrow came up and banned Ike and the Tsar.
Commentary a:
Commentary b:
Commentary a:
Commentary b:
Commentary a:
The nursery rhyme frowned and took the remote control to
turn off the sound.
At this time, the ban≈pick session ended. When Lu Sicheng
took out the ice shooter, the nursery rhyme was smashed by
his own saliva as if he saw his death… The middle road was
probably to continue the middle of the Red Arrow team. Lu
Yue took a card. - Through the walkway nursery rhymes can
hear the commotion of the outside people and explain the high



voice: they almost never saw the law used cards.
Don’t say them, even the nursery rhymes haven’t seen it. She
just started to worry about whether this guy is crazy. Until the
game starts, Lu Yue’s online recruitment, blood consumption,
and hiding skills are all smooth and smooth. Plus, he
calculates the damage for each level of the card very
accurately -
It doesn’t look like it’s a must for the opposite side. This kind
of operation is not an exaggeration for an old card!
The fourth-level summoner’s skill flashes a single kill red
arrow in the single, get the first drop of blood;
Six levels of big moves to fly down the road to help Lu
Sicheng get double kill to open the situation;
The game went to twenty minutes, the effective gank four
times, the assists six, the number of knives and the red arrow
that has been on the line to eat resource development is flat…
Nursery rhymes open the game stickers. The home page is full
of surprises -
The nursery rhyme swiped the screen and looked up at the
LCD screen in front of him. The first game was nearing the
end. She raised her head and looked at the red arrow’s base
and was pushed off. At this time, Lu Yue’s data was 7 kills.
Death 13 assists.
The actual situation of the game and the broadcast was
delayed by about a dozen seconds. When the nursery rhyme
saw the game zgdx just about to push off the red arrow base,
the door in the lounge behind her was pushed away. She didn’t
look back, thinking it was Which staff member just heard the
earth-shattering voice from outside the door shouting “zgdx
refueling”…
The nursery rhyme hangs his head and considers three seconds
to go to Lu Yue to send a small red flower.
In the fourth second, when she was determined to roll over to
the convincing card, she looked up and found the man on the
back of the lounge door that was re-closed at this time, leaning
against the tall man. He held his arms in his arms and his back
against the door, looking at himself silently.
Nursery rhymes: “…………………………”
Lu Sicheng.
When did he come in?



I was stunned by the indifferent gaze of the vicious damn, and
the virginity of the virginity was erected. After a second with
Lu Sicheng’s gaze, she immediately bowed her head and
twisted her buttocks to turn the back of the swivel chair back
to the door. She was low. Head, finger unconscious on the
phone…
Until Lu Sicheng suddenly asked: “I saw your bench accepting
cheers on the court. You can only look at it in the lounge.
What do you think?”
Nursery rhymes: “…”
The nursery rhyme did not dare to look back.
Looking at the post, the home page blew the sound of Lu Yue,
and questioned whether Lu Sicheng had a problem with his
eyes. Otherwise, why did zgdx never pay attention to Lu Yue.
“I once said in an interview after the game that I am happy to
have a teammate like silg, because her participation, this
summer’s zgdx will become more powerful than ever.”
A low, calm voice rang behind him.
The nursery rhymes swiped a finger on the phone screen.
She heard the footsteps coming from behind, and at the same
time, she felt that she had suddenly felt a ghost-like mood. Her
heart began to sink indefinitely, sinking into the cold from the
shallow sea with vague temperature. Undersea -
She discovered that she might have deep sea phobia.
“Now they question my vision, question whether I judged the
mistake, and questioned whether I was biased towards the
positioning of you and Lu Yue…” Lu Sicheng paused, faintly,
“Why?”
Nursery rhymes: “…”
She lowered her head and let her back face the person behind
her.
Until she saw a big hand on the armrest of her sofa, gently
turned the chair back - the man bent down slightly, his hands
on the arm of the sofa, the shadow cast by the tall figure will
sit in the chair The people on it were completely shrouded.
“look up.”
“…”
The nursery rhyme looked up.
So she couldn’t help but look at a pair of dark brown
cockroaches. At this moment, the cockroaches seemed to be



bottomless. She tried to pry into it, but she could not see any
emotions.
She leaned back and swallowed a saliva. At this time, the heart
and stomach seemed to have fallen to the ground. I moved my
lips and wanted to apologize. At this time, she suddenly heard
the man’s voice ringing in the air: “But I don’t care what
others think of me, my judgment.”
A nursery rhyme.
“The key is you, I care about you.”
“…”
Lu Sicheng got up slightly and looked at his watch: “There is
still seven minutes. Before the start of the next game, give me
a reason why I can’t give up on you no matter what everyone
else says.”
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